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spiritual distress, reasserted itself, but the mere scenting of battle
from afar had acted like a tonic. The sentimental rhapsody of
Thoiry had been one thing; the long-drawn-out insincerity that
succeeded it another, something alien to him5 something for
which he had no special gift. But if it was to come to a third
thing, fighting with the gloves off, then he knew his own strength.
In his excitement he greeted Mueller with such cordiality and
overwhelmed him with such planning for the immediate future
that the chancellor returned to Berlin feeling that somehow he
must have been mistaken and had been a success after all.
And in fact Stresemann had some title to be relieved if the
gloves were off. There would be no need now to keep the nation
in the dark; it would be in the interest of his policy that it should
follow closely every round of the fight. There would be no need
to go on turning the other cheek; attack would be henceforth
his best defence and he was by nature a man of the offensive.
In a burst of excitement he set furiously to work. At Baden-
Baden, and then at Wiesbaden, visits to the sickroom multiplied
alarmingly—experts, ministers, party leaders, ambassadors. On
October 30, he opened the battle by a simultaneous demarche
in the Allied capitals asking formally for the immediate creation
of a committee of experts to draw up a final reparations settle-
ment. Four days later he was back in the Foreign Office. The
dignified smell of an official room did him good after the elaborate
smell-lessness of a sanatorium; he said he was, and he looked,
better. His first act was to have an interview* with the Agent-
General for Reparations, who ended an argument that had been
going on since his appointment with the words: "A solution
is only possible if Germany is ready to pay"; it was a useful
hint of the lines on which the enemy would fight.
A few days later Stresemann reappeared in the Reichstag to
get a welcome that indicated at last not merely sympathy
but understanding. It roused him to defiant eloquence and he
ended a fighting speech in words that he knew would be taken
* The document giving Stresemann's account of the interview is worth close
study (Vermaecktmsy in, p. 376); it makes it difficult for any champion of
Mr. Gilbert to go on defending his claim to either political or economic insight.

